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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electrodynamicprocessesare crucial to the coupling of the magnetospherewith the
ionosphereandthe thermosphere.Thedriver of their couplingis themagnetizedsolarwind
interactingwith the geomagneticfield of the Earth.A domain,calledthe magnetopause,is
formedseparatingthe geomagneticfield from the interplanetarymagneticfield Bsw carried
by the solar wind particles.The magnetopauseis a magneticdiscontinuityand hencean
electriccurrentsystemis requiredto maintainit. However,the shieldingagainstthe solar
wind providedby themagnetopauseis not perfect,andtheinterplanetarymagneticfield can
connectwith thegeomagneticfield at thepolarcapregionandalsoat thedaysidemagneto-
pausethroughmagneticreconnection,in which geomagneticandsolarwind magneticfield
linesmerge.Throughthesethesolarwind canhavea direct impacton thestateof the inner
parts of the magnetosphere. 

Thekinetic pressureof thesolarwind causesa compressionof thegeomagneticfield on the
daysideof theEarthanda stretchingof the field into a long, tail-like structureon thenight
side. See Figure 1. On the day side magnetopausethe Chapman-Ferrarocurrentsflow
perpendicularto the dipole field lines [1]. The geomagneticfield further down the tail
resemblesno longera dipole field ascloserto the Earth: instead,the field is divided into
two nearlyoppositelydirectedpartsby a plasmasheetneartheplaneof theEarth'sequator.
In this plasmasheetelectriccurrentsflow andconnectwith thecurrentsat thesurfaceof the
magnetotail. This combinedcurrentsystemlooks like a

�
letter from the Sun-Earthline.

Thereare also variousglobal scalecurrentsystemsinside the magnetopause,but we will
focus now on the ionospheric currents.

The hot and dilute magnetosphericplasmais connectedto the atmospherevia the iono-
sphere.Theionosphereis characterizedasa mediumof neutralatomswith a high densityof
ionizedparticlesdueto the absorbtionof the solarUV radiation,which takesplacemainly
at ionosphericaltitudes.The collisions betweenthe different particle speciesin the iono-

sphereare critical for the rise of
the electric conductivity
transversethe geomagnetricfield
lines.Thestrongelectric coupling
of the ionosphere and the
magnetospheretakesplacevia the
magnetic field lines, through
which energyand momentumof
the two are linked. The
geomagneticfield lines connected
with the magnetic field of the
solar wind are called open field
lines.Theboundarybetweenopen
and closed, i.e. non-connected,
field lines becomes electrically
charged at the dawn and dusk
sides,seeFigure2. This charging
of thepolarcapboundaryinduces
electric fields over the polar cap
but alsoovertheclosedfield lines
nearby.The directionof the elec-
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Figure 1. Cutawayview of the magnetoshere
with currents, fields, and plasma regions. [2]



tric fields in the area of the closed field lines is opposite to the electric field in the polar cap.
The field lines at the polar cap boundary the field-aligned, or Birkeland, currents between
the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. The field-aligned currents (FAC) are mainly
produced by precipitated auroral electrons, though ions can have an important contribution:
mostly the upward FAC comes about through downward flowing negative magnetospheric
electrons, and the return current downward is the result of ionospheric electrons moving
upward.

It has been long established that the magnetic reconnection at the day side magnetopause is
the primary driver for the magnetopheric plasma convection [e.g. 4 and 5]. This convection
is affected by the electric and the geomagnetic fields interacting with the plasma. The
convection, as shown in Figure 3, is directed anti-sunward in the outer layers of the
magnetosphere, while in its inner part there is a sunward return flow. The electric field is
mapped to the ionosphere along the geomagnetic field lines and so a convection pattern
forms in the ionosphere corresponding to the drift in the E � B direction, where E and B
are the local electric and magnetic fields. The electric potential contours coincide with the
streamlines of the electrodynamic E � B drift flow. The flow pattern shows that the
direction is anti-sunward in the polar cap, and after exiting polar cap the flow turns and
starts its return to the day side on lower latitudes. Among other sources of drift are neutral
winds, the gravity drift and the diamagnetic drift. Typically, however, the plasma motion
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Figure 3. Illustration of large-scale magnetospheric convection in the equatorial
plane (left) and the polar ionosphere with magnetic pole in the center (right). The
hatched region indicates convection driven by viscous-like interaction, while the
remainder of the flow is more directly associated with the reconnection process. [6]

Figure 2. Schematic
diagram of the polar
electric and current
fields. View is from the
magnetotail towards the
Sun. [3]



above150 km for both electronsand ions is very muchdominatedby this incompressible
electrodynamicdrift motion[3]. Thecorotationof ionospherewith theEarthcausesanother
global motion for the matter in the ionosphere.While this corotationis naturally around
geographicalpole of the Earth, the 2-cell electrodynamicdrift diagram(seethe right side
panelof Figure3) is centeredon themagneticpole.Thuscombiningtheseto componentsof
thetotal drift we would obtainasymmetrictrajectories.However,it will not benecessaryto
go into the corotation any deeper here.

A collision-free plasma dominates the magnetosphere of the Earth, and as far as the ions and
electronsare behavingin the sameway therewill exist currentsalong the magneticfield
linesonly. At low ionosphericaltitudes,in thepolarregionat about100km, alsohorizontal
currentscan flow due to collisional drift of ions causedby the frequentinteractionswith
neutralparticles.However,thehorizontalconductivityis not isotropicasseenin theform of
Ohm's law that governs the horizontal ionospheric currents:

. (1.1)       

Here j is the currentdensity(SI unit A/m2), � P and � H are the PedersenandHall conduc-
tivities (S/m),andêB is theunit vectorin thedirectionof themagneticfield (this directionis
assumedto be down in the northernhemisphereandup in the southernhemisphere).The
current in the direction of the electric field is called the Pedersencurrent and the Hall
currentis flowing perpendicularto it (seeFig. 4). Hencethe electricmediumof the iono-
sphereis a highly anisotropic conductor,and while both of theseconductivities can have
spatially varying distribution, the resultingcurrentsystemcan be quite complex.Because
theelectricresistivityis very smallalongthemagneticfield lines,which in thepolarregions
are now assumedto be vertical (i.e. B

���
z ), potentialdifferencesof the electric field at

different heightsquickly disappeardue to electronmotion along theselines and thus the
electric field canbe assumedto haveno heightdependenceat the ionosphericaltitudesin
which currentsflow. Using this we can now integrateequation(1.1) along the vertical z-
axis, and obtain:

.                              (1.2)      

HereJ is theheight-integratedcurrentdensityandhasamperepermeterastheunit. � P and
� H aretheheight-integratedPedersenandHall conductances,respectively,with Siemensas
the unit. We now view the ionosphericcurrentsas sheetcurrents;they are createdby the
two componentsof electric conductancethat produce two horizontal electric currents
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Field-aligned
currents

Direction of the Pedersen
current and the electric field

Figure 4. Schematicpictureof the horizontalHall and
Pedersencurrentsandthe vertical field-alignedcurrents
(FAC) assuming homogeneous conductivities.
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perpendicular to each other. The background for the large scale horizontal currents lies in
the field-aligned currents, which form sources and sinks in the simplified two dimensional
sheet current picture and thus feed the horizontal current systems. This comes about by the
current continuity relation:

,                              (1.3)

where � h denotes the horizontal divergence (ex � x + ey � y). To appreciate this equation, we
need to define our coordinate system: we use right-handed cartesian coordinates, where the
x-axis points North, the y-axis East, and the z-axis downwards. The relation in (1.3) equates
the vertical electric current density jz with the divergence of the sheet current, and thus
downward FAC show in the sheet current density field J as current sources and upward
FAC as sinks. Therefore in the 3D picture, even if we are using the current and conductance
sheets, the currents always remain continuous. 

In this work we use the one-dimensional form of the method of characteristics that was
derived by Inhester et al. [7] to study its applicability to determine the height-integrated Hall
and Pedersen conductances in the ionosphere in three selected events, and with these
conductances we determine also the corresponding 1D profiles of electric currents in the
ionosphere. To accomplish this we use the ground magnetic field distribution (upward
continued) and ionospheric electric field data provided by the IMAGE (International
Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Effects) magnetometer network and the STARE
(Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment) radars, respectively. The ranges of these
instrument systems are shown in Figure 5. For this method of 1D characteristics to provide
reasonable results, we need to assume that the variations of the electric and the ground
magnetic fields are negligible in the East-West direction (i.e. � y � 0 ), which is perpen-
dicular to the IMAGE line of stations used in this work. Thus it becomes essential to know,
when this assumption of one-dimensionality could be validated and how such time periods
might be recognized in general, if possible. In this context we will now discuss the
convection electrojets and shear flow events that are the most meaningful to this  work. 

In the auroral region of the ionosphere there can exist and also coexist a number of current
systems, whose appearance greatly depends on how disturbed the state of the magneto-
sphere is and how the solar wind is behaving. The two main types of major disturbances in
the magnetosphere are geomagnetic storms resulting from coronal mass ejections from the
Sun hitting the magnetosphere and substorms resulting from the energy stored in the
magnetotail being released and accelerated towards the Earth. The most important systems
involving the whole polar ionosphere (or a substantial part of it) are the ionospheric currents
flowing along the auroral oval called the convection electrojets (since electrons carry these
currents), the substorm current wedge, and the polar cap and cusp currents. The cusp occurs
at the dayside as a region in which the entry of magnetosheath plasma to low altitudes is
most direct. Different local-scale auroral forms appear, when the conductivity enhancement
is in a smaller region due to localized particle precipitation. Among these forms are the
discrete auroral arcs (most common on the evening sector of the auroral oval), break up
aurora (around the midnight sector), the westward traveling surge (late evening sector), and
series of omega bands (in the morning sector) [1]. Also the pulsating auroral patches in the
post-midnight section associated with substorms belong to this group.

The global convection electrojets (sometimes called the polar electrojets) are probably the
most prominent current system at auroral latitudes; these electrojets flow throughout the
whole auroral oval at an altitude of about 100 km: eastward electrojet on the duskside and
westward jet on the dawnside. Figure 6 summarizes the average global-scale conductivity
structure and also the average electric fields and current flows. The diagrams show that the
average conductivity steadily increases from noon around both the morning and the evening
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sides all the way to the midnight. As typical values, the height-integrated Pedersen and Hall
conductances reach 7 - 10 S and 10 - 20 S, respectively [8]. Both the eastward and westward
electrojets, originating around noon, primarily consist of Hall currents and carry a total
current of the order of 106 A [1]. These Hall currents are fed by downward net FAC due to
continuity of electric currents in the ionosphere, cf. equation (1.3). The Hall current
densities are between 0.5 and 1 A/m and increase together with the enhancing Hall
conductance, while the poleward and equatorward Pedersen current densities are typically
only 0.3 - 0.5 A/m. A region called the Harang discontinuity appears in the midnight sector
where the eastward electrojet comes in contact and partly coexists at the same local time
with the westward jet flowing along the auroral oval from the other direction. These
convection electrojets are quite often free of variations in the East-West direction and are
therefore good candidates for our application of the 1D method of characteristics. 

The Pedersen current flows poleward in the eastward electrojet sector (afternoon - evening -
midnight) and is associated with downward FAC in the southern half of the auroral oval and
with upward FAC in the northern half (in the northern hemisphere). In the westward
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Figure 5.  The ranges of the STARE radars and the IMAGE 
network. In the IMAGE network there are also stations, which 
are not close to the lines discussed in the text.

SVALBARD ISLANDS



electrojet sector (prenoon - morning - midnight) the Pedersen currents flow equatorward
and the FAC flow up in the equatorward half of the auroral oval and down in the poleward
half. The FAC in the poleward part of the auroral oval are often called Region 1 currents.
The Region 2 currents flow in the half towards the equator and are oppositely directed to
Region 1 [9]. These FAC patterns of Regions 1 and 2 represent a global-scale distribution
that has been averaged over long periods of time. Nevertheless, the geometry of the pattern
is the same both when averaged over more geomagnetically active times and when averaged
over the less active times [3]. On a local scale, however, different and more complicated
current systems, like omega bands or westward traveling surges, often emerge. 

The global-scale Region 1 currents are located at the border between the sunward
convection in the electrojets and the anti-sunward convection in the polar cap. The Hall
current is the larger current component and it is directed along the auroral oval on the both
sides, and due to the different orientations of the electric field on the North and South sides
of Region 1, the Hall current is flowing in different directions on the northern and southern
sides. Thus the Hall current creates a shear flow over Region 1. This Region 1 shear flow is
known to have often only small local variations in the East-West direction, like the
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Figure 6. A schematic picture of the conductivity, the electric field and the Hall
and Pedersen currents in the polar ionosphere. The single cross in the first
diagram shows the average 4° misplacement of the auroral oval from the
invariant magnetic pole towards the magnetic midnight. The circles with
crosses and dots depict downward and upward FAC, respectively. [1]



electrojets, and because it also can occur within the IMAGE and STARE data ranges, it is a
good candidate for the use of the 1D method as well as the electrojets. 

Previously the method of characteristics for the determination of the electric conductances
and currents in the ionosphere has been discussed mainly in its full two-dimensional form.
Though this full 2D method is quite self-consistent, it requires a tedious analysis based on
good-quality electric and magnetic field data from a rather large geographical area. The
purpose of this thesis is to show the applicability of the 1D method of characteristics as a
direct way of determining ionospheric height-integrated electric conductances and currents
from a much smaller amount of magnetic and electric field data especially during electrojet
and shear flow events. The influence of the choice of the main parameter � �

�
H

� �
P is

studied both from a theoretical point of view and in practice: the � -dependence of the results
is showed in connection to one of the selected events. The limitations of this method are
also discussed, especially so with respect to the limits when the ionospheric situation is no
longer sufficiently one-dimensional for the 1D method. 

In the following chapter the theory of the method of characteristics is presented together
with the idea of the upward continuation applied for obtaining the ionospheric magnetic
field directly from the ground magnetic field data measured by the IMAGE. Chapter 3
consists of the main points of the algorithm and the analysis of three selected events for the
1D method of characteristics, namely one eastward electrojet event, one shear flow event
and finally the results from a shear flow event are compared to satellite measurements
obtained from the same event. A short summary of the approximations used is also included
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is the concluding chapter, where the obtained results are reviewed
and discussed. Therein this study will also be viewed with respect to other recent research
on ionospheric currents and conductances. The appendix consists of reviews of two sets of
programs: firstly, the program for the upward continuation (authored by Olaf Amm) of the
magnetic field from the ground-based observations of IMAGE with its subroutines and
secondly, the primary programs for obtaining the results of the 1D method of characteristics
introduced in this work. 
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 The Method of Characteristics
This sectionfollows the work of Inhesteret al. [7]. The methodthey developedto directly
deducethe height-integratedHall conductancedistribution � H from groundmagneticand
ionosphericelectricfield observationswaspublished1992.The methodusescharacteristic
linesof theelectricfield andthuswe call it themethodof characteristics.In this methodan
estimatefor the ratio of the Hall and Pedersenconductivities is also needed,but this
presentsno greatdiffi culty, sincethis ratio, denotedwith α, showsmuchlessvariationthan
the values of these two conductances [10, and e.g. 11].

(2.1)      

Thetypical valuesfor this ratio arebetween1 - 2 duringquietperiodsandup to 4 - 5 during
very disturbedbehaviorin thewestwardelectrojetsector,whereasin theeastwardelectrojet
sector the ratio stays close to 2 even then.

All two dimensional vector fields can be uniquely divided in to a curl-free and a source-free,
or divergence-free, parts.

,                                (2.2)     

where � h � J df � 0 and � h � J cf � 0 . Comparingtheseto the the currentcontinuity
equation (1.3),we seethatonly thecurl-freepartis contributingto thefield-alignedcurrents
jz and we can write: 

(2.3)       

Boström[12] showedin 1964that the curl-freecomponentsof ionosphericcurrentsdo not
contribute to the magnetic measurements below the ionosphere, and hence we can reproduce
the observedionospheric(or upward continued)magnetic field with the divergence-free
currentscalled the equivalent currentsystemJeq. Theseequivalentcurrentsthenequalthe
divergence-free part of the total horizontal currents

(2.4)       

Ampére's law gives in a static system

,                 (2.5)      

wherej hasonly divergence-freepart, sincedivergenceof a curl of a continuousfunction
vanishes. Integrating (2.5) we obtain

(2.6)       

=          (2.7) 
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� � 	 H

	 P

J 
 J df � J cf

j z �  h � J cf

J eq 
 J df

1�
0

� �
B 
 j

J eq �
�

j dz �
� 1�

0

� �
B h dz

1�
0

� �
z � x B y � � y B x �

�
x � z B y �

�
y � z B x dz



In this we haveused � a � �
� a for short,andBh is thehorizontalmagneticfield of external

origin with respectto the Earth, meaningthat this doesnot include the magneticeffects
from thecurrentsinducedin the interior of theEarth.Now using dz 
 � x z dx � � y z dy
we obtain

.                  (2.8)

 
We havealreadyintroducedOhm'slaw in theionosphere,seeequation(1.2).Using(2.1)we
can write for the northern hemisphere 

  (2.9)       

HereE is theelectricfield, which hasno z component.We takethecurl of J, andwith (2.4)
we have

                                     (2.10)     

Both sidesof (2.10) haveonly the z component.Using Ohm'slaw togetherwith (2.8) and
(2.9) we get

       (2.11) 

                    ⇔

,            (2.12) 

wherewe haveused � h � �z � E � � h � E for E and Bh, both having only horizontal

components. We denote the right hand side, that is a scalar, with Q:

             (2.13)

Now calculating the left hand side we obtain

      (2.14)

     = (2.15)

      =        (2.16)

We now introduce a new vector V: 

             (2.17)

and write equation (2.16) as a practical differential equation for the Hall conductance ΣH:

             (2.18)
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This resulting differential equation determinesthe Hall conductanceΣH (and also the
Pedersenconductancevia ratio � ) onceQ andV areknown,andthesearedeterminedby the
horizontalelectricandmagneticfields E andBh andthe distributionof � , which canoften
be taken as a constant.

CombiningOhm'slaw (2.9) to thedefinition of vectorV (see(2.17))we seethat theheight-
integrated current J is related to V via the relation

.                           (2.19)

We seenow that vector V is perpendicularto the currentvectorJ. The electric field E is
directedbetweenthesetwo (seeFig. 7). The currentdensityJ has two components,the
Pedersencurrent componentin the direction of the electric field E and the Hall current
component that is perpendicular to E. Since the ratio of these components is the ratio of Hall
andPedersenconductances � � �

H

� �
P

, we cangive the angle � betweenJ and E asa
function of � :

             (2.20)  

We seeknow a characteristicsolution for the differential equation(2.18) by integrating
along characteristics generatedby the tangent field V. Let us define the path length
parameter l in the direction of a characteristic line as

 (2.21)  

     ⇒                 (2.22)  

Let ustaketheelectricfield E to bein thedirectionof thex-axis.Thentheangleθ between

V and E is 90° – �  = arctan(1/� ) and Vy/Vx=1/� (cf. (2.17)). Now we take the partial
derivative of ΣΗ with respect to the parameter l:

       (2.23)

= (2.24)

             ⇔     

        (2.25)
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Figure 7. How the directions
of vectors V, E, and J relate.
V ⊥ J  and  β = ∠(J,E). 
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From the last equation we get the differential equation for the characteristic r(l) in terms of
the path length l. 

             (2.26)   

This is the characteristic form for the differential equation (2.18).

Integrating the differential equation (2.26) using an integrating factor [13] grants the
following expression for � H along a characteristic r(l):

 

×   (2.27)  

HereC' marksan initial guessof � H at the startingpoint r0=r(l0) of the characteristicline.
We denote with integral I (s,s') the following:

             (2.28)

=   (2.29)

      =     (2.30)

The term ��� 1 � �
y E x � � x E y  on line (2.29) equals to zero, since the electric field E

can be assumed to be a derivative of a continuous potential field E � � 	 h 
 , and there-

fore � x � y �  � y � x �  that leads to� x E y � � y E x .

Now we rewrite (2.27) using I(s,s'):

         (2.31)

      ⇔

  (2.32)

This is the result for � H along a characteristicr(l), wherer(l) lies on the xy-plane.The
characteristicsseparatethe ionosphericplaneinto individual 'ribbons',andwith the electric
andmagneticfield datawe find the conductivityon eachindividually. Whenwe have � H

specifiedon somepart of the boundaryof areaof observedelectric and magneticfields,
conductance� H canthenbe integratedalongeachcharacteristicseparatelystartingfrom its
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intersection(r0) with the boundary.While the conductanceis not uniquely determined
without a sureknowledgeof the conductanceat r0, the initial guessonly entersthe first
term,andif I(l,0) is growingrapidly alongthecharacteristic,theweightof the initial value
quickly disappears.If I(l,0) is diminishing instead,we could take the initial guessat the
other end of the 'ribbon', and integratealong the characteristicbackwardsand thus the
weight of the initial value would soon become negligible. 

The one-dimensionalcharacteristicsaregiven by simplerequations;the partial derivatives

with respectto the y coordinateare takento be zerosand so we have � h � ��
x

and

dl � dx V
V x

. Using x=r(l) and x'=r(l'), we write

                             
            (2.33)

     ⇔

            (2.34)

In the same way we rewrite (2.32) and � H x  equals to

     (2.35)

              =            (2.36)

  =             (2.37)    
  

Between the last two lines we usedQ � 2�
0

�
h � B h 	 2�

0

d Bh , x

dx
. 

Now from (2.37) we  obtain the one-dimensional equation for the Hall conductance.

            (2.38)

Here the constant C combines the integration constants, namely the values of 
 H, Bh,x and Vx

at x0, into a singleparameter.Theonly constraintthatwe canimposeon C mathematically
is from the zero point of Vx(x), here xC, when the constant C must be

   
                 (2.39)
 

for the Hall conductance to be finite. 
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2.2  Alpha-dependence of the Conductances and the Currents

We will now estimate the dependence of conductances � H and � P on the ratio � in the 1D
method of characteristics. We will also show, how changing � effects the components of the
height-integrated current J and the field-aligned current jz. In the following treatment the
values of all variables (Vx, Bh,x, E, � H,P, J, and jz) are to be taken at a given point x.

Vx is the first variable that has � -dependence:

                    (2.40)

⇒

            (2.41)

Typically Ey is small compared to Ex and thus to Vx also. Hence the dependence is not large
but very meaningful, when Vx is small. This means that the alpha estimate can determine the
zero point of Vx (or, in some cases, the very existence of such a zero point) and hence
greatly influence the constant C and thus the results of this method.

In the following we do not consider the possible dependence of C on � via the zero point of
Vx, since the � -dependence of the place of this kind of zero point (if it exists at all) cannot
be even estimated without knowledge of the behavior of the profiles of Ex and Ey, because
the condition for the Vx zero point xc is given by

.             (2.42)

Writing (2.38) with Vx(x) expressed as Ex(x)+ � -1Ey(x) we obtain

            (2.43)

        ⇒

     (2.44)

The dependence of the Hall conductance on � is very small for the typical values of Ey; the
dependence of the Hall conductance on the constant C is then more important than the �
ratio.

The Pedersen conductance is just the Hall conductance divided by � (see 2.1), and while the
Hall conductance does not typically have a strong dependence on � , � P can thus be assumed
to have a relation close to � P � ��� 1 . 

                (2.45)

        ⇒
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         (2.46)

We seenow that ����� P/ ����� H=-Ex/Ey, so the � -dependenceof � P is typically much stronger
than that of � H.

The components of J are given by Ohm's law (2.9).

              (2.47)

     ⇒

            (2.48)

This � -dependenceof Jx is thenlargeandincreasesevenmorewith smallerabsolutevalues
of Vx. A specialcaseof very high dependenceon � is found,when E x � � � E y

: Vx asa

denominator becomes small and is not counterbalanced by a small numerator.

                (2.49)

        ⇒

            (2.50)

Thus Jy has theoretically no � -dependence at all. 

Last we consider the dependence of field-aligned current  jz on � .

                   (2.51)

Now assumingJx to be a continuousfunction of x and � , we get the � -dependenceas
follows.

                  (2.52)
  

This � -dependencecanbedivided into threeterms:the first term is directly proportionalto
the partial derivativeof Bh,x takenwith respectto x, the secondis directly proportionalto a
partial derivative of � , i.e. � x � , and the last term is dependent on the partial derivatives of the
components of the electric field, as follows.

    

                 (2.53)

Theonly reasonablesimplification to this equationcomesfrom thesecondline, as � canbe
assumed to be constant,or at least to haveonly a small gradient,since � hasmuch less
variancethan e.g. the conductances.This said, it seemsdifficult to say anythinggeneral
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about the � -dependence of jz, it having a rather complex dependence on the basic variables
and order of magnitude of the terms can vary substantially.

As a summary of the dependences of the resulting variables on the estimate of � , it is now
shown that while the y component of the horizontal current J has no dependance on � and
the Hall conductance

�
H seems to typically have only a small dependence, there are Jx,

�
P,

and also jz that can have a large dependence (positive or negative) on the estimate of � . 

2.3 Upward Continuation of the Ground Magnetic Field

In this work we will touch only briefly on the theory of the upward continuation of ground-
based magnetometer data, the method which we use to obtain the ionospheric magnetic field
needed for the method of characteristics. The method of upward continuation has been
presented e.g. by Mersman et al. [14, see also 15]. It has been shown by Tanskanen et al.
[16, see also 17] that the ground magnetic field is sufficiently dominated by the external
source during non-stormy times, and while our events occurred at such geomagnetical
times, there is no real need to separate the internal contribution (due to induction effects)
from the external (ionospheric) in the ground magnetic field.

We will consider the ground magnetic field that we take to be dependent only on x and to be
periodic along the x-axis, with 2 � k0

-1 defining the basic wavelength chosen large compared
to the scale of the magnetic profile. Now according to the potential theory, the ground
horizontal magnetic field Bh may be expanded into series below the ionospheric currents
(i.e. the sources of the external magnetic field).

,          (2.54)      

where h is the height (assumed to be 100 km in this study) and k = n k0 is the wave number.
Thus the multiplication of the Fourier coefficients of Bh with ekh, with h being the minimum
height of the currents, and the subsequent summation yields the magnetic field just below
the ionospheric current layer.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of Selected Events

In this chapter we give an outline of our study of the ionospheric conductances and currents
with the one-dimensional method of characteristics for some selected events. We will
introduce the IMAGE and STARE systems and the main steps in obtaining our results from
the data provided by these instruments, including the verification of the 1D assumption. The
focus of this chapter will be on the three events selected for the application of the 1D
method of characteristics and the resulting conductance and electric current data. The
analysis of the last event will also include a comparison with the Cluster satellite
measurements for the same period of time above the area of the IMAGE network. Lastly, a
short summary of the important assumptions and simplifications applied in this work is
presented.

3.1 STARE and IMAGE data 

The selected ionospheric current events of this study are of two types: convection electrojets
and shear flows. The latter type occurs between the sunward convection in the electrojets
and the anti-sunward convection in the polar cap. In these situations one cannot say
immediately, whether the case really has small enough variation along the East-West
direction for our 1D analysis to be valid. Disturbed behavior can occur suddenly, even in the
middle of an otherwise stable period. Hence a careful selection of time periods for the
analysis is needed. The IMAGE and STARE data sets can be used for this selection even by
themselves: the STARE twin radars give a combined two dimensional grid of the horizontal
electric field over northern Scandinavia (see Fig. 5) with a spatial resolution of about 15 km
[18, 19]. Thus we can use statistical tools to evaluate the variance in the East-West direction
and create criteria for the selection of suitable time steps. The IMAGE network [20] of
magnetometers (see Fig. 5) has a line of stations close to a single magnetic meridian (about
105° of corrected geomagnetic longitude) between 60° and 80° of northern geographical
latitude, and thus we have a good one dimensional profile of the magnetic field over
Scandinavia and up to the Svalbard islands. The IMAGE consists not only of a North-South
line of stations, but has also a shorter line of stations in the East-West direction at about 70°
of northern latitude. This East-West line of stations can be used to estimate how much the
magnetic field varies between different longitudes. 

The IMAGE magnetometers have a sample interval of 10 seconds and resolution of 1 nT or
better and are very reliable and well synchronized [20]. With STARE, however, good data
are not always received. This is largely due to the STARE radars being quite dependent on
the conditions of radio aurora [21]. Radio aurora refers to ionospheric irregularities
occurring between 100 and 120 km altitude in the auroral region ionosphere, that are
produced by plasma instabilities. When the instabilities are linearly excited in a certain
direction, the unstable waves, called irregularities, have a phase velocity very close to the
electron drift component in that direction. Thus the measuring of the backscatter of the radio
waves yields the Doppler velocity of the electron irregularities, and ultimately the strength
of the electric field, in the direction of the line of sight. The two STARE radars (one in
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Midtsandan,Norway and the other in Hankasalmi,Finland) measurethe coherentradio
wavebackscatterat frequencies140.0and143.8Mhz (thesecorrespondto wavelengthsof
1.07m and1.04m in the irregularities,respectively),andtheradarintegrationtime is 20 s.
Combining the two setsof line-of-sight information a two-dimensionaldirection and the
field strengthof the electric field is obtainedfor the whole STARE area.For STARE to
providevalid resultselectricfield strengthmustbemorethanabout17 mV/m togetherwith
an adequateelectrondensity [22]. As the rangeof STARE is between500 and 1200 km
from theradarlocations,thatcorrespondsto latitudes67� – 72� N, our application of the1D
methodof characteristicsis thuslimited to only a part of the areathat the IMAGE system
covers. 

The datafor the profile of Bx wasobtainedfrom the IMAGE magnetometernetwork.Like
saidpreviouslytheinductioneffectsto themagneticfields weremostprobablynegligiblein
our study, and hencewere ignored.An upwardcontinuationof the magneticfield to the
height of 100 km, that is the lower boundaryof the ionosphericcurrents,was applied
througha Fourier transformation(seesection2.3). The validity of the 1D assumptionwas
checkedby calculatingthe scale-lengthof the changeof Bx from the measurementsof the
East-Westline of IMAGE stations,locatedaround70� of northernlatitude.For theeventsof
this study,theresultingscale-lengthswerelargerthan,or in somesingulartime stepsequal
to, the length of this East-Westchain of magnetometerstations.Thus the 1D assumption
wasverified.Themeasurementdataof theNorth-Southchainwasinterpolated(with a cubic
interpolationformula) to an equal-spacedgrid, with about 80 km betweenthe new grid
points.

TheSTAREsystemprovidedtheelectricfield data.Thefirst two eventswerewell covered
by datafrom bothradarsprovidinga completetwo-dimensionalpictureof theelectricfield,
while for the third eventdiscussedin this chapter,only the Norwegianradarprovideddata
andwe werelimited to theEx field only. Thegrid usedfor theSTAREdatawasin latitude
between67� and72� N (with a stepof 0.2� ) andin longitudebetween14� and26� E (0.5� ).
After removing someobviously erroneousdata points as well as data points containing
unreliable data (STARE data is sometimesnot reliable when absolute value of the
horizontalelectricfield is lessthanabout17 mV/m), a one-dimensionalprofile wasformed
for eachof thetime stepsby takingthemeanof grid pointsof equallatitudes.Thestandard
deviationof theserows of datapoints was comparedto the meanabsolutevalue of each
row, andif thestandarddeviationswerelargerthanthemeanabsolutevaluesof thefield in
morethan20 percentsof theserows, the time stepwasdeterminedto be non-valid for the
one-dimensional method and the method was not applied.

Thereaftertheprofilesof theelectricfield Eh andthex componentof themagneticfield Bx

werecombinedthroughinterpolationto a new,densergrid andthemethodof characteristics
was applied to producethe Hall and Pedersenconductanceand the horizontal current
profiles as well as the profile of the field-aligned currents for each time step.

The most crucial part in the 1D-methodof characteristicsis the choiceof the constantC.
When Vx changessign within the profile obtainedfrom the profiles of Ex and Ey we can
calculatetheconstantC, asgivenby formula (2.39),whereBx is takenat thepoint thesign
change.Whenthe fields really areone-dimensional(andalsothe respectivedatareceived)
and alpha is chosencorrectly, we then obtain correct conductancesand currentsfor the
whole profile length with this constantC. However, if the state of the fields is not
sufficiently 1D or alphais not chosencorrectly,evennegativevaluesfor the conductances
maybe found,sincethe conductancesarepositiveonly whensign(

�
xBx(x))=sign(Vx(x)) for

all x (cf. equations(2.38)and(2.39)).Morethanonechangeof thesignof Vx canalsoresult
in negativeconductances,becausethereusually is oneor lesssign changesof

�
xBx within
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theareaof study.In a casewith multiple signchangesof Vx correspondinglymanyC values
areobtainedfrom equation(2.39),onefor eachpoint of signchangeof Vx. In sucha caseof
multiple C valueswe usedinterpolationto smooththe C parameterbetweenthe placesof
thesignchanges.However,this wasneededonly in thethird eventwerewe hadno datafor
the Ey component, that probably would have removed the problem. 

Whenno changeof the sign of Vx in the profile existed,we used a low valueestimateto
obtain the value for the constant C. Choosing a minimum value � min for the Hall
conductanceanddenotingthesignof Vx with sV, we obtain the following expressionfrom
equation (2.38) for the constant C:

                         (3.1)      

Valueusedfor � min in this studywas1.5 Siemens,that is a very reasonableassumptionfor
thebackgroundconductancein ionosphericcurrenteventssuchastheonesselectedfor this
study [23]. There is a possibleproblemusing this methodwhen the Hall conductanceis
excited in the whole region studied,but this provednot to be a concernwith our event
mostly because the STARE area is rather large compared to the breadth of the electrojets. 

The field-aligned currentswere obtainedwith a seven-pointcentral differencefrom the
calculatedJx; this is well justified,sincewe useda densergrid duringthealgorithmthanthe
grid of theoriginal electricfield dataof theSTAREsystem.Thefield-alignedcurrentjz can
be divided in to several terms, as follows, that help explain its origin and features:

                 (3.2)

⇔    (3.3)

Thoughthetwo first termsin (3.3)couldbecombinedin to a singlepartialderivativeof the
Hall conductancewith the useof the alphaparameter,we keeptheseseparatedfor better
physicalunderstanding.Fromthis formula for jz we seethat in thecaseof one-dimensional
systemFAC dependson the partial derivativesof the conductancesandthe componentsof
the electric field  with respect to the x coordinate. 

Thelast termof (3.3)becomesof interest,sinceunderthe1D assumptionthis termvanishes
for all but somevery extremesituations.This is seenfrom Faraday'slaw whenwe assume
E z � 0 and that there is no z dependencefor the horizontal electric field as assumed

previously.

                (3.4)

The curl of the electricfield is thennegligiblealmostalwayswith someextrememagnetic
field disturbancesbeingthe only exception,sincethe right sideis of the orderof 10-9 V/m2

with the typical scalesfor the ionosphereandthe correspondingelectricfield with a scale-
lengthof 100 km is only 0.1 mV/m that is negligiblein all respects.Combiningthis result
with the 1D assumption would lead to

   (3.5)

However,in the eventsanalyzedit wasfound that the Ey field mostly variedin the North-
Southdirection (the x axis points northwardand the y axis eastward),and that the 2D E
field varieda few mV/m alsoin the East-Westdirection, but usuallythesevariationswere
greatlysmallerthanthe absolutevalueof Ex. Thus the 1D assumptioncanbe validatedas
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describedearlier in this section,even thoughsmall variationsin the East-Westdirection
exist.Thoughit wasnot explicitly studiedwithin this work, it canreasonablyassumedthat�

x E y �
�

y E x , andthereforethe non-zerovaluesof the last term in (3.3) canbe seenas
resulting from some lack of one-dimensionality of the electric field.

3.2 Eastward Electrojet Event on 19th Nov 1999

The first event is a typical eastwardelectrojetevent in the afternoon-eveningsector(cf.
[23]) that occurred on the 19th of November 1999 from 14:25 to 15:00 UT in the
overlappingarea of the STARE and the IMAGE regions.Figure 8 shows the upward
continuedmagneticfield (black lines limit the areathat was coveredby STARE also),
wherea largeeastwardelectrojetregion(Bx>100nT)showsbetweenlatitudes69.5� and74�
North. The electric field (Fig. 9) wasdominatedby the x component(y componentvaried
between-4 and+5 mV/m) andwasmonotonically increasingfrom Southto North for the
wholeeventwith field strengthsaround+10mV/m in theSouthendandup to +55mV/m in
the North. The datashoweda very small variancein the East-Westdirectionandhenceall
time stepscould be includedas the 1D assumptionwaswell fulfilled. For this event the
conductanceratio α wastakento be2, which is a typical valuefor eastwardelectrojets[23]
and gave very good results here.

The Hall conductance,shownin Figure10, correspondsvery closelyto the featuresof the
horizontal,height-integratedelectriccurrentsJx andJy, andthey all intensifiedfour or five
timesduring the selected35 minutes.Theseintensificationscoincidedwith alsothe higher
valuesof the downwardfield-alignedcurrent,that resultsfrom jz beingthe partial devative
of Jx with respectto the x coordinate.The conductances(Pedersenconductanceis directly
proportionalto Hall conductance)grewby 50 percentsduring the intensifications(the Hall
conductancemaximumvariedbetweenlessthan4 S and6 S). Thedirectionof Jy wasonly
eastwardandmaximawereup to 0.25 A/m and likewise Jx hadonly northwarddirection
with 0.10 A/m as its maximum value.

A clear changeof the FAC direction at about 71 degreesof northern latitude can be
recognizedfrom thefield-alignedcurrentplot (Fig. 11); thesouthernpartFAC is downward
with large areasof valuesaround 0.6*10-6A/m² and the northernpart upward with the
maximum values being almost equal to the downward current maximums (i.e. about
0.85*10-6A/m²). Referring to the equation (3.3) it can be seenthat this edge between
downwardandupwardFAC is due � x � P changingsign closeto 71� N , sinceit is therethe
conductancesreachtheir maximafor almostall time steps.As for the other termsin (3.3)
the secondterm dependenton the derivativeof the Hall conductanceis proportionalto Ey

andthusmuchsmallerthanthesecondterm.Thethird term in (3.3) is alwayspositive,and
small compared to the first two in this event and the fourth term is completely negligible.

The causalrelationbetweenthe conductances,horizontalelectriccurrentsandFAC is not
always clear, but their coupling is strong. When the downward field-aligned currents
intensify,theconductancebecomesmoreintensivesothatthehorizontalcurrentsareableto
carry the current from the sources,where downwardFAC connectswith the horizontal
currents.Then the horizontalcurrents areable to carry the currentto regionsof upward
FAC to connectaccordingto theelectriccurrentcontinuation(cf. (1.3)).On theotherhand,
when there are interacting horizontal currentswith different directions, FAC intensify
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Figure 10. Figure 11.
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according to the divergence of the height-integrated horizontal currents J. In the case of
eastward electrojets the regions downward FAC (or positive jz) are usually at the southern
edge of the electrojet area and correspondingly the upward FAC appear on the northern
edge while the Pedersen current connect these regions. This happened also in this event as
depicted in the result plots here, though the northern edge of the STARE area limited our
view to only a fraction of the upward FAC area (cf. the STARE area limits in Fig 8).

The plots in Figure 12 shows how the choice of alpha within the reasonable limits of 1 and 3
effects Vx, the Hall and Pedersen conductance, Jy and Jx, and field-aligned currents at one
time step 14:48:00 UT, where the Hall conductance was more intensive. Vx (Fig. 12 a)
shows only a small change around latitude 70.8 � N, where the Ey was about +3 mV/m. This,
however, resulted in some intensification in the Hall conductance (Fig. 12 b) in the same
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areawith increasing for theHall conductanceis inverselyproportionalto Vx. Nevertheless,
theresultsof Vx and � H correspondwell to theanalysisin section2.2,wherewe foundthat,
whenEy is a small fractionof Ex like in this event,Vx and � H vary very little. ThePedersen
conductance(Fig. 12 c) is equalto � H/ � andthusbehavescloseto inverselyproportionalto
� .

In section2.2 we obtainedfor Jy thatchanging� would not changeJy at all. However,plot
12 d showssomevery small differencesin Jy when � changes.This discrepancyis duethe
fact that the result in section2.2 was obtainedwithout consideringthe � -dependenceof
constantC. In this eventconstantC wasdeterminedby formula (3.1), sincetherewereno
sign changesof Vx asVx wasalwayspositive.Thereis somesmall dependenceon � in C
through Vx that appears in the formula, that gives now the found deviation from the previous
prediction.Jx (Fig. 12 e) seemsto bebehavinginverselyproportionallyto alphavaluesthat
corresponds well with the result in section 2.2. 

Thebehaviorof the field-alignedcurrent(Fig. 12 f), that alsoseemsinverselyproportional
to � , follows Jx, sinceit is calculateddirectly as � xJx. It is interesting,however,to compare
this � -dependence also to the terms given in equation (2.53).  The first term

                 (3.6)

explainsthe observedbehavior:it is of the right order 10-6A/m2 and yields the inversely
proportionalbehavior.It alsoexplainsthe sign changeof ��� jz at about71� N (the absolute
value of is decreasingwith increasing � ), becauseBx reachesits maximum aroundthat
latitude (cf. Fig. 8). The secondterm vanishes,since there is no x-dependenceon the
parameter � . The last term 

     (3.7)

hastwo partsthatbothcanbe arguedto be negligible:in this event E � E x � V x , since
Ey was small comparedto Ex, that makesthe first part very small, and the secondpart
dependenton � xEy is small becauseEy is small but alsobecausethis eventwasquite one-
dimensional, the equation (3.5) is then validated. 

3.3 Shear Flow Event on 27th Aug 1998

The secondevent is a shearflow situation that occurredin the areacoveredby STARE
(between68 and72 degreesof northernlatitude)little pastthe local midnight (23:23to 23:
37 UT) on the 27th of August 1998. Figure 13 shows the x componentof the upward
continuedmagneticfield density; thereare two clear areasof oppositesign for Bx being
separatedaround latitude 70� N, that is located in the middle of the range of STARE
(marked with black lines in Fig. 13). 

Our one-dimensionalstudyof this shearflow eventwaslimited to 12 minutes(23:34to 23:
36 UT), becausetheelectricfield measuredby STAREwasnot one-dimensionalbeforeand
after these12 minutes,and hencetheseperiodswere excluded:in Figures14 to 18 the
removedtime stepsat thebeginningandin theendaremarkedwith zerovalues.Thealpha
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value used was 2.5, the value which was determined on the basis of some reasonable
assumptionsaswell aslimitations in orderto havea singlesignchangeof Vx per time step.
Ex variedbetween-0.07and+0.04V/m (seeFig. 14), while they component(Fig. 15) was
reasonablyhigh with the valuerange � 0.02V/m; Vx wasneverthelessdominatedby the x
component. The sign changeof the monotonicVx occurredin the sameareaas the sign
changes with Bx. 

Theconductanceminima(theHall conductancein Fig. 16, andthePedersenconductanceis
40%(=α-1) of theHall conductance)follow in generaltheabovementionedareaof thesign
changeof Vx, thatalsohaslow Bx values.From23:28to 23:33UT thearea,where theHall
conductanceis lessthan5 S, extendssouthwardalmostreachingthelatitudeof 68� N. This
is dueto two factors:first, in this areaVx reachesits quitelow negativevalues,reaching–69
mV/m, andhasthuslargeabsolutevaluesalso,and,second,the differencein the valuesof
Bx betweenthis low conductanceareaandwherethe constantC valuesarecalculated(i.e.
the place of the sign change of Vx ) remains less than 200 nT (cf. equation (2.38) ).

The low conductanceareasshowedin the horizontal currentspictures as areasof low
values.In this eventtheEast-WestcurrentJy (Fig. 17) is monotonicallyincreasingwith the
latitudefrom about-0.7 A/m to some+0.3 in all time steps.This meansthat in thesouthern
boundaryof the STARE rangewe havea westwardelectrojetandto the North of latitude
71� N we havean eastwardelectrojet.While maximaof eitherof theseelectrojetsarenot
within this range,theareaof theshear,or the friction, betweentheseelectrojets,is covered
by the range of the STARE measurements.

The field-aligned currents(Fig. 18) are mainly downward as expectedin a shearflow
situationon themorningside.Thereis, however,a bandof upwardcurrentsaroundlatitude
69� N. The term in equation(3.3) explainingthe main FAC featuresis -

�
H � xEy: the partial

derivativesof
�

H and Ex with respectto x are always quite small, while � xEy has high
positive and negative values – and these occur in the areasof stronger upward and
downward FAC, respectively.At the end of section 3.1 we showed that this term is
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nonvanishingwhen the event is not completelyone-dimensional.The one-dimesionality
becamean issuealsoearlierasthe valid time periodfor the applicationof our methodwas
discussed.Thusone-dimensionalassumptionwasnot asgoodasin the first event.Though
the FAC resultsof the 1D methodfor this eventshowsomestrongeffectscreatedby the
two-dimensionalityof theevent,this doesnot, however,underminethevalidity of theother
results presented for this event. 

3.4 Shear Flow Event on 6th Feb 2001 with Cluster Satellite data

A shearflow eventtook placeover the STARE region on the 6th of February2001.This
eventwaschosenasit allows a quantitativecomparisonto be madebetweenthe resultsof
our applicationof the 1D methodof characteristicsusingground-basedmeasurementsand
theClustersatellitedataobtainedhigh abovethehorizontalcurrentplane.During this event
the height of the Cluster orbit was 4.4 Earth radii. 

The main goal of the Clustermission [24, 25] is to study the small- and medium-scaled
structures (100 km to 2-3 Earth radii) in three dimensions in the magnetosphere.These
featuresare mappedto the ionospherealong the geomagneticfield lines. The mission
involvesfour identicalspacecraftin a tetrahedronformationin anelliptical polarorbit. The
height of the 57-hour orbit varies between 19 000 and 134 000 km. There are eleven
scientific instrumentson each spacecraft for the measurementof plasmafeaturesboth
within andoutsidethe magnetosphere.TheFluxgateMagnetometer(FGM) instrument[26]
onboardthe Clustersatellitesmeasuresthe magneticfield vectorat the satellite'slocation
andafter theEarth'smain field is subtractedthe local field-alignedcurrentscanbeobtained
assuminginfinite current sheetsflowing perpendicular to the orbit of the satellites.This
FAC current can then be mapped down to the level of the ionosphere. 

In theeventon the6th of Februarywe haveSTAREdataavailableonly from theNorwegian
radarandthusa two-dimensionalmapof the electric field could not be obtained,but were
limited to the Norwegian radar data giving the sum of projections of Ex and Ey to the lines of
sight from the radarat eachgrid point. The courseheretakenwas to assumethat the Ex

derivedfrom theNorwegianradarequalsthetotal Ex. This is a reasonableassumptionasthe
Norwegianradarlooksbasicallyalongtheelectrojetflow. This meansthatwe takeEy to be
zero.Undertheassumptionof E y � 0 theVx field becomesequalto Ex (Fig. 19) andJy is
only

�
HEx; consequentlyVx andJy do not haveany � -dependence(cf. equations (2.40) to

(2.53)).On theotherhand,
�

P andJx, aswell asjz, arenow inverselyproportionalto � , that
is equal to both the ratios 

�
H/

�
P and Jy/Jx. For this event we set � � 1 .

The electric field picture (Fig. 19) showslarge negativevaluesaround23:30 UT and the
shearoccurredat thepolewardedgeof this negativeEx area.Theareaof largederivativeof
Ex with respectto the x coordinatefollows the shearregionandmovesto latitudeof 69� N
around 23:50 UT. After this the electric field has only a small divergence as the shear region
is no longer within the STARE region. 

The lack of the Ey dataleadsto a largeruncertaintyin the resultsof this eventshownin
Figures20 and21. Therewasalsoa changeof directionof Ex in thenorthernnorthernpart
of theSTAREregionat 23:54UT, thusendingthetenminutesperiodof strongernorthward
directedEx (cf. Fig. 19). Four of the time stepswere influence by this changethat was
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caused by clear discontinuity moving from West to East over the STARE region, but these
time steps were not removed from the plots even though the 1D assumption was nonvalid.
This change shows also as a discontinuity in Jy (Fig. 20), that is now directly proportional to
Ex. 

The field-aligned current jz, that is now the partial derivative of
�

PEx with respect to x
coordinate, has only one term as the � xEx dependence vanishes for the case of E y � 0 : 

        

                (3.8)      

This means that best insight for the field-aligned current (see Fig. 21, areas of zero value
where the STARE data was not adequate) is given by the Bx measurement (Fig. 22) and not
the results of the conductances (no figure), that were good for only to show some general
features in this event. The strongest field-aligned currents occur at the southern boundary of
the STARE area and are especially strong from 23:46 on, where the minimum of Bx moves
into the STARE area. The change of the sign of FAC takes place at the minimum of Bx

according to the equation (3.8). Another interesting feature of the FAC picture, that is not as
obvious from the Bx picture, is the area of nearly vanishing FAC that starts from the latitude
69 �  N at 23:30 and finally connects with the sign change area of FAC around 23:46. 

The FAC picture shows also the paths of the Cluster spacecraft over the STARE region
(Cluster spacecraft 2 in green). The comparison between the FAC results of the 1D method
of characteristics and the measurement data of Cluster 2 is shown in Figures 23 and 24.
Figure 23 is the data from the Cluster 2 track (the green line) in Figure 21 and Figure 24 is
obtained from the FAC values derived from the measurements of the FGM instrument
onboard Cluster 2 satellite and then taking a running average with a sliding window of
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about 2 minutes, that corresponds to about 50 km on the surface of the Earth. The Figures
show upward FAC with scales comparable after the Cluster 2 results have been mapped
down from 3.4 Earth radii distance to the level of 100 km: the mapping factor for these
Cluster results is 93. This scales the upward FAC minima (about -9*10-9A/m2 ) of the
Cluster results to 8.5*10-7V. This value is very close to the value obtained from the 1D
method of characteristic for the latter minimum. From Figure 23 it is seen that the area first
minimum is quite low and it is acceptable that such features are not well represented at 3.4
Earth radii height. We conclude that because the strongest features clearly coincide: the
FAC minima at 23:31 and 23:44 UT and the vanishing of FAC at 23:35, the correlation is
indisputable.

Amm has showed [27, especially Fig. 6 therein] that shear flow situations often have two
sheets of FAC, that corresponds well to the results of both Cluster and 1D method of
characteristics in Figures 23 and 24. These two regions are due to large divergence of the
electric field at the shear area and large divergence of the conductance 1-2 degrees
equatorward of the shear (cf. equation (3.3) ). A large electric field divergence followed the
shear region also during this event and the conductance picture, though quite rough and the
figure is omitted here, showed increasing values around latitude 68 �  N.

3.5 Approximations and Assumptions Used

The following lists the most relevant approximations and assumptions made in the theory of
the 1D method of charasteristics that possibly could effect the accuracy of the results
received by our application of the 1D method of characteristics.

First of all there is some global curvature within the area of the IMAGE network and the
range of STARE that was not considered. Although the range covered by the IMAGE
network is so large that one could doubt whether the curvature of the Earth may be
neglected, the range of STARE, that limits also the range of our results and the data used for
the method, is already small enough (less than 1/5 of Earth radius) for the use of a cartesian
coordinate system [17]. This, however, becomes an issue only in the upward continuation of
the magnetic field with a Fourier transformation, because the method of characteristics itself
is a point-wise method.

The IMAGE stations do not locate on an exactly straight line. This has no effect when our
most important assumptions, or rather the conditions set for the events, are valid, namely�

y � 0  for all fields.

The field-aligned currents do not have the z component only. In the area of the STARE
range the geomagnetic field lines may be well approximated as parallel straight lines that
form angle χ with the ionospheric plane. This angle is about 77° in the northern Scandinavia
[17]. There is a small correction to the field-aligned currents thus imposed by relation (cf.
equation (2.3) )

                            (3.9)      

The factor sin χ equals to 0.974 that is very close to one and that we neglect. Following
from this, E might have small variations in the direction of the z-axis contrary to the
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assumption to made in Chapter 1, but when polarization is taken into account these effects
are vanishingly small in polar latitudes [28]. 

Finally we have not considered the possible effects of neutral winds due to that in the layer,
where ionospheric currents occur, the neutral wind velocity is rarely larger than 100 m/s and
thus the effect remains negligible [17]. Also the observations from the electrojets have given
no need for considering the neutral wind effects, since the electric field vectors have been in
great agreement with the two-dimensional theory without a consideration of the neutral
winds [29]. 
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Chapter 4

Discussion and Summary

In this work we have derived the resulting equations of the method of characteristics model
for ionospheric electric currents and have developed an algorithm that applies the one-
dimensional form of this method to data obtained from the STARE and IMAGE
instruments. The algorithm was shown to function well with the three example events and it
provided very reasonable results. A successful comparison to satellite measurements was
also performed with correct quantitative results, even though the electric field data for this
event lacked the y component.

In our study we showed that the dependence on the parameter � was very well in agreement
with the theoretical expectations. In practice a reasonable estimate for the alpha value can be
determined by the event type, or more accurately through e.g. satellite observations over the
site of event. It was shown that the Hall conductance and the Hall current Jy in a typical
electrojet situation have only a very weak dependence on � , which implies that this method
is quite self-consistent even without an exact � value. On the other hand, the Pedersen
conductance and the Pedersen current Jx as well as the field-aligned current in the one-
dimensional case all have an � -dependence that can usually be approximated as inversely
proportional to � . This rather small inaccuracy due to uncertainty in the parameter �
(reasonable � values exist only within a narrow range) does not effect the current or conduc-
tance picture almost at all, with the possible exception due to a change in the place of the Vx

sign change. Thus the conductance and currents obtained from the application of the method
seem very reliable even with a rough estimate of the parameter � . This same result has been
shown for the two-dimensional method of characteristics by Amm [30].

The main limitation for the applicability of the 1D method of characteristics originates from
the principal assumption of one-dimensionality of the events to be analyzed: the partial
derivatives with respect to the y component (East-West direction) must be taken to be zeros.
When these partial derivatives are not small, the profiles are no longer giving an accurate
picture of the fields over the geographical area being studied, i.e. the profiles become
merely the means over the possibly very differently behaving longitudes. In such a case the
results of the 1D method become meaningless and possibly even clearly erroneous (e.g.
negative conductance values), as the method in such cases cannot yield results that would
depict the true ionospheric situation.

In all the events analyzed the magnetic field was determined to be quite close to one-
dimensional as the derived the scale-length in the direction of the East-West direction were
more than the width of  the STARE area in this direction for all time steps of the events. The
measurements for this evaluation were obtained from the East-West directed chain of
IMAGE stations in the northern Scadinavia. Thus Bx was well in agreement with the 1D
assumption. However, during some ionospheric events the electric field can often have areas
that are divided by clear discontinuities. One such discontinuity of the electric field crossed
the STARE area during the event of 6th February 2001. The North-South discontinuity
appeared from the West side of the area and moved towards the East turning the northward
directed Ex in the northern part southward. This crossing took only less than two minutes
around 23:54 UT (cf. Figure 19), so that it rendered the results of only a couple of time steps
nonvalid. In the shear flow event of 27th August 1999 it was found that the small variance of
the electric field in the East-West direction affected the FAC results, though the results in
conductance or in horizontal currents for this event did not show any problems in this
regard. Our one-dimensional analysis of this event was limited between 23:23 and 23:36 UT
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as the 1D assumptionwasdeterminednonvalidboth beforeandafter this time period.To
determinethe validity of the 1D assumptionthe standarddeviations of the electric field
werecomparedto the absolutevalueof the field onelatitudeline at a time. Thenumberof
nonvalid latitudelines wasusedasa criteria for the one-dimensionalityof a time stepand
this proved to be a good method for this purpose. 

The results of our application of the 1D method presented in Chapter 3 correspond well with
theknownfeaturesof electrojetandshearflow eventsandwerealsoquitegoodin showing
the detailswith the precisionof about0.2 degreesin latitudeandwith a time stepof 20 s
(correspondingto the STARE radarmeasurements).The methodwas thusshownto be of
greatapplicability for theuseof ground-basedmagnetometernetworkdatatogetherwith the
ionospheric electric field data to determine ionospheric electric conductances and currents. 

Before the year1992,whenInhesteret al.[7] presentedthe characteristicsmethod,mostly
indirect methodsfor the determinationof the ionosphericconductanceswereused,suchas
the so called“trial anderror” approachesusedby Baumjohannet al. [31, seealso32] The
methodof characteristics[7,30] is a forwardmethod,wherethefirst stepis to determinethe
Hall conductanceby solvinga first-orderdifferentialequationusingtheionosphericelectric
andgroundmagneticfield measurementsandan alphavalue.The horizontalcurrentsand
FAC are then inferred from this conductance and the field data already used for the
differentialequationin the first step.Oneremarkablefeatureof this forwardmethodis that
it is self-consistent,asit doesnot requireanymeasurementsor informationoutsidethearea
of study,andthis is truealsofor theone-dimensionalform of themethodof characteristics.
The method of characteristics has been successfully applied to determine the
electrodynamicalquantitiesof the ionosphericcurrentlayer [e.g.27, 30]. However,the full
methodrequiresrathergoodmeasurementcoverageof thestudyarea.This is needede.g.for
the determinationof the divergenceandcurl of the input datasets.The datanecessaryfor
the 1D methodis thus much more easily obtained:only one line of observationsof the
electricandmagneticfields is absolutelyneeded,andsomeway to determinethevalidity of
the 1D assumptionfor both of the fields. The latter part usually,however,meansthat at
least a few lines of observations of the electric field is required.

In this studywe haveshownthatevenwith somepartsof datamissingcorrectfeaturesand
evenquantitativelyvery comparableresultscanbeobtained.With theapplicationof this 1D
methodwe are,of course,limited to only a selectionof events,dueto thestronglylimiting
1D assumption.

Somepossibilitiesfor further developmentof the algorithm are, asidefrom the fact that
alwaysbetterandmoreefficient codingis desired,mainly questionsof theparametersused
in the code.To namesomeof the most important: parametersby which erroneousdata
points are removedfrom the STARE dataand the one-dimensionalityof the time stepis
determined,lower limits for theabsolutevaluesof Vx andEx for theremovalof theendsof
the electricfield profile, whenthey arenot strongenoughto be reasonablyreliable(this is
an issueespeciallyin the southernendof the profiles wherethe STARE measurementsare
from thelow altitudeboundaryof theionosphericcurrentlayerandtheinteractionswith the
neutralatomsmayresultin unreliableSTAREreadings),andanotherlimit parameterfor the
absolutevalueof Vx asto how muchof the profile shouldbe neglectedwhencalculating
theHall conductancein anareawhereVx changesits sign(oftenresultsin exceedinglyhigh
or negativevalueswere the absolutevalue of Vx is closeto zero).Theseparameterscan
mostly be found by experimentinguntil reasonableand somewhatsmoothvaluesfor the
resultingquantitiesareobtained.Onesetof valuesfor theseparameterswasusedfor all of
the eventswith the exceptionthat somevaluesweredroppedfor the last eventwherethe
STARE datawasof poorerquality probablydueto lower backscatterrate– andeventhen
we did obtain quite reasonable results also from this event. 
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One interesting addition to the programs developed for our application of the 1D method of
characteristics (see Appendix A.2), when no reasonable estimate for alpha is readily avail-
able, but when sign changes of Vx occur, could be to have the program output the
nonnegative conductance limits for the alpha estimate. This might help to estimate the alpha
parameter better even when a rough alpha estimate is available. When the alpha value and
its variation with time or latitude are known (as when a satellite measurements of alpha are
available) the program could also be updated to take such data as an input. 

The program takes any wanted
�

H,min value now as an input, what is needed for more
disturbed events, where the areas of higher conductance can extend to the boundaries of the
study area. The program could also be changed to yield high estimates for the Hall
conductance with a maximum value

�
H,max for the Hall conductance (cf. 3.1) in case no xc

for V x x c � 0 exists for a time step. Though the estimate for
�

H,max mostly should not
remain constant for an entire event, some reasonable estimates could be made (e.g. from the
maximum conductance value of the previous time step where xc was found).

As to the issues of less mechanical and more physical meaning, one interesting feature to
include in the application of 1D method characteristics came up in the discussion in the end
of section 3.1. The validity of the 1D assumption as determined in the program now (see
above and section 3.1) could be compared to the change of the Ey profile in the x direction
(i.e. � xEy). The averaging over longitude to receive the Ey profile has an effect on this, but
probably does not change the order of this variation. The Ey profile is expected to be
constant when the situation is truly one-dimensional, and thus it may imply that the
amplitude of the variation of the Ey profile anti-correlates to the one-dimensionality of the
event.

Perhaps the most intriguing prospect of this method would be to automatize its algorithm up
to the degree that direct application to large amount of data would be possible in contrast to
the event by event bases from which this work was done. It seems quite possible especially
if easy way for the determination of the alpha parameter as well as the other parameters can
be found. The issues considered above might take us closer to that goal, as the limits for the
alpha value through the validity of the conductance (i.e. nonnegativity) and that the
parameter set determined for one of the events seemed to give also very reasonable results
for the other two events here analyzed.
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Appendix

The Programs Used

The programs were programmed in the TeLa programming language (Tensor Language by
Pekka Janhunen at the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI)) that holds some similarities
to generally used programming languages such as MatLab and C.

In the following two sections the general features of the programs are described; the data
retrieval programs and the procedures of the management of the original STARE and
IMAGE data are omitted. 

The spline routine (spline-fm.t) by Olaf Amm (FMI) was used also in the programs for the
1D method of characteristics.

A.1 1D Upward Continuation of the Magnetic Field (by Amm)

1DCont.t

The main program for the upward continuation of x component of ground-based measure-
ments on the magnetic field in a selected North-South line of IMAGE stations. Uses
programs fourier.t, spline.t, utility.t, and intpol1d.t as subroutines. 

Magnetic field measurements along the East-West line of IMAGE stations are used to
calculate the scale-length of East-West variations. If this scale-length becomes smaller than
the length of the East-West line a warning is issued. A quiet time period, preferably during
the same hours on the previous day or the following day, is used to calculate the baseline
values for the components of the magnetic field that are then subtracted from the magnetic
data of the event. Uses the method introduced in section 2.3 for the calculation of the
magnetic field values at the ionospheric height of 100 km. Writes the results for each time
step into a single text file. The program asks for the time period for the actual data and also
for the baseline. 

fourier.t

Different functions for Fourier transformations, including Welch windowing in one-
dimension.

spline-fm.t

Calculates a cubic form of spline interpolation using a modified TeLa translation of a C
program by Press et al. [33] 

utility.t

Has several functions for different purposes. E.g. for one-dimensional derivative, poler
rotation for vectors and spherical distance.
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intpol1d.t

Uses the synthesis method of a (global) spline and local polynomial interpolation to
interpolate from 1D uneven-distance data to equal-distance data. 

A.2  Programs for the 1D method of characteristics

Char_main4.t

The main program for combining and plotting the results of the application of the 1D
method of characteristics (done in subroutine Char_func.t) for the all the chosen time steps.
Uses programs char_func.t, spline-fm.t, that was briefly explained in the previous section,
and Stare-trans.t as subroutines. Program Stare-trans.t is for the retrieval of the STARE data
for the correct time steps. The program Char_main4 is called with parameters alpha,

�
H,min,

and some limits for the cutting of the unreliable ends of the electric field profiles as
explained in section 3.1. Out of these parameters only alpha is mandatory. The program
asks for the names of the STARE and 1DCont.t result files and the wanted time period.

Char_func.t

The subroutine for Char_main4.t with the application of the 1D method of characteristics. It
is run separately for each time step. It includes steps for the creating the new grids and
profiles through use of spline-fm.t subroutine (see section A.1), checking the validity of the
1D assumption for the STARE data after the removal of erroneous data points,
determination of the constant C and calculating all the results, and finally writing the
electric magnetic field profiles together with the results of the method into a separate file for
each time step. The beginning of the name for the result file is asked in the program and the
rest of the name is formed from the date and time of the time step. Char_func.t is not meant
to be run by itself it having more than ten input data matrices and parameters defined in
Char_main.t.

Alphaplot2.t

Program to produce plots with varying alpha values for a singe time step from the result
files of Char_main4.t after it has been run for all the wanted alpha values. Produces no
result file, only plots. The date is given as a parameter to the program and the names of the
STARE  and 1DCont.t result files are asked for as well as the wanted time step. 

Char4.t

Program for viewing the input data and results for a single time step. This was important for
the determination of the program parameter of Char_main4.t with its subroutines and
checking the self-consistence of the results of the application of the method. Currently
produces only plots and no result files. Works the same way as Char_main4.t with respect to
the input parameters and the inquires within the program.  
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